
Effects of Rolling Percentile Dice Badly When Casting a Spell 
From the thoughts of AvangionQ 

 

Schools of Abjuration & Divination: 

No adverse affect unless if the cast spell was offensive in any way.  If the spell was offensive, then a small explosion 

occurs and does between 1D3 & 1D4 damage per spell level. The explosion is about 5 feet in radius. 

 

Schools of Enchantment/Charm & Illusion/Phantasm: 

The spell rebounds on the caster, who suffers the spell's adverse effects as if he was the target of the spell. If this results 

in no negative effect, then the spell explodes and does between 1D3 & 1D6 damage per spell level. The explosion is 

about 10 feet in radius. 

 

Schools of Alteration & Conjuration/Summoning: 

This will have one of three detrimental effects. The spell can summon the hostile creature which the spell was meant to 

summon or the spell could transform the caster maliciously. If neither of those are applicable, then the spell creates a 

large explosion which does between 1D4 & 1D8 damage per spell level. The explosion is about 20 feet in radius. 

 

Schools of Evocation/Invocation & Necromancy: 

The spell will instantly detonate into a huge, fiery explosion, which does between 1D6 & 1D12 damage per spell level. 

The explosion is about 30 feet in radius. 

 

Wild Magic Spells: 

These spells will instantly cause the spell to become a Wild Surge. The Wild Surge may not result in a positive effect.  

If a positive effect is drawn, then the spell explodes and does between 1D4 & 1D12 damage per spell level, depending 

on the supplementary spell school. The size of the explosion depends on the supplementary spell school. 

 

Schools of Elemental Air, Earth, Fire & Water: 

The adverse effect will be directly determined by the secondary school as above.  However, if an explosion is the 

resulting adverse effect, then the exploding material element will match the Elemental school of the spell.  Regardless 

of Elemental school, damage and size of the Elemental explosion is the same and is directly based on the secondary 

school. 

 

 

Note 1:  Bad rolls are between a 95 & a 100 on a 1D100 unless if the modified learn spells percentage was 95% or 

better.  Rolls of 95 to 99 will usually allow a saving throw versus spells at a variable penalty, which usually ranges 

from 0 to -4 or worse.  A successful saving throw versus spells can negate any negative effects or do 1/2 damage (DM's 

option). Rolls of 100 do not allow a saving throw of any kind.  If an explosion occurs and another creature is within the 

area of effect of the explosion, then that creature gets a saving throw versus spells to take 1/2 damage. 

 

Note 2:  The spell Safeguarding will usually totally negate any adverse effects of rolling percentile dice badly. The 

safeguarding spell must be cast prior to the casting of the badly cast spell. 

 


